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Custom Mission - Supply Raid
When the food runs low, no one is above some good old piracy.

- Meron Fell, Reaver Lord of the Xurian Hounds

The Armies
Both forces should number between 1500 and 
3000 points.

The Battlefield
Deploy as per the map presented below and set 
up terrain fitting for a storage or shipping facility 
if possible.

Mission Special Rules
Reserves
Night Fighting: The Attacker may choose 
whether Night Fighting is in effect or not.

Deployment
Before deploying their forces, each player should 
first roll for their Warlord Traits and psychic 
powers where necessary.

The objective markers should be a suitable piece 
of terrain to represent high value goods or 
storage containers.
The first objective marker is placed in the 
middle of the table. 
Then the Attacker places the second anywhere 
in the Defender Deployment zone. A third 
objective marker is placed by the Defender 
anywhere on the table.
The objective markers must be placed 6“ from 
any board egde and 12“ from another.

Examples on how this works in conjunction with ‚The 
Bitter End‘:
1) The Defender is playing as Iron Warriors or 
Imperial Fists and the Attacker has rolled a 1 for 
game length at the start of the game. At the end of 
turn 5, the Attacker can opt to force a 6th turn 
despite him knowing the game would normally end.
2) The Attacker is playing as Iron Warriors or 
Imperial Fists and rolled a 3 for game length at the 
start of the game. At the end of turn 5, the Defender 
might try to force a 6th turn, not knowing it and even 
a 7th would be played anyway.

Victory Conditions
The player with the most victory points wins the 
game.

Primary Objectives
Each objective is worth a different amount of 
victory points and awards those victory points to 
the player holding it at the end of the game.
The one placed in the middle of the battlefield 
is worth 2 victory points.
The one placed by the Defender is worth 4 
victory points.
Lastly, the one placed by the Attacker is worth 6 
victory points.

Secondary Objectives
Slay the Warlord, Attrition, Price of Failure

Set up any player-owned fortifications.

The Defender must deploy first and does so in 
the Defender Deployment zone. The player‘s 
entire force, except for any units held in reserve, 
is deployed into their deployment zone.

The Attacker must deploy second and does so in 
the Attacker Deployment zone. The 
player‘s entire force, except for any units held in 
reserve, is deployed into their deployment zone.

First Turn
The Attacker can choose to take the first turn. If 
he does, the Defender may try to seize the 
Initiative.

Game Length
Before the game starts, the Attacker rolls a d3 
secretly. The result is the amount of turns played 
after the 4th and is noted hidden. For rules that 
modify game length (e. g. The Bitter End), this 
counts as variable game length. These rules can 
be applied at their normal point in game to 
extend or shorten the set game length as per 
their respective effects, even by the Attacker (if 
he could normally use them).


